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Senate vs science 
A few Republicans agreeing with basic climate 
research is not an environmental victory.

US President Barack Obama challenged his conservative climate 
critics in the annual State of the Union address to Congress on 
20 January, arguing that they cannot shy away from modern 

climate science. A day later, pushed to take a position, 15 Republicans 
voted in favour of an amendment affirming the idea that humans 
have a role in climate change. Five went a step further, voting for a 
Democratic amendment stating that human activity “significantly 
contributes to climate change”. And this is progress?

Although both amendments attracted a majority of the US Senate, 
neither achieved the 60-vote threshold required for approval. These 
votes are of course purely symbolic, but political types are already busy 

Human history defies easy stories
The discovery of part of a 55,000-year-old human skull in Israel will help to answer some 
questions about our species’ evolution — but it shows that the tale is complicated. 

When modern humans spread out of Africa and across 
Eurasia 60,000–40,000 years ago, they replaced all other 
members of the human family, and laid the foundations for 

the modern world. Who were these ancestors? They left few fossils, 
and fewer answers.

A new piece of the puzzle is reported this week on Nature’s website: 
a partial skull found in Manot Cave in northern Israel that has been 
dated to around 55,000 years ago (I. Hershkovitz et al. Nature http://
dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature14134 (2015) and page 541). The skull, 
which has a distinctive ‘bun’-shaped occipital bone (the lower-back 
region), resembles those of modern humans found in Europe, dating 
to the Upper Palaeolithic starting around 50,000 years ago.

Where does the find fit in? Beware simple answers, and, indeed, sim-
ple questions. There is a temptation when discussing human evolution 
to reconstruct it as a narrative, in which successive species evolved to be 
more like us, and the more like us they became, the more likely they were 
to migrate to other parts of the world and replace pre-existing forms. 

There are at least four things wrong with this. The first is its rather 
imperialist framing, in which evolution and replacement can be justi-
fied after the fact as a kind of manifest destiny.

The second is that it dismisses any extinct species as inferior and 
therefore of secondary importance. 

The third is that it assumes the existence of an arrow of progress, in 
which species always evolve towards ourselves, a mistaken view that is 
too welcoming of spurious conceits such as ‘missing links’, and unwill-
ing to countenance odd side branches such as Homo floresiensis, the 
peculiar, dwarf hominin (member of the human family) that lived in 
Indonesia until relatively recent times (see nature.com/hobbit10).

The fourth, and arguably the most important, is that it misrepre-
sents the extreme fragmentation of the fossil record, something that 
Charles Darwin recognized, with his usual percipience, as a ‘diffi-
culty’ with his theory of evolution by natural selection. Darwin was 
(as usual) selling himself short. That evolution has happened is no 
longer in doubt: the shared chemistry and structure of all life, from 
the meanest microbe to the furriest feline, would be testament to that, 
even had no fossils ever been found. 

Fossils offer more than concrete proof that evolution happened. 
They reveal a wealth of organic forms that no longer exist. The only 
species of hominin alive today, as far as we know, is our own, Homo 
sapiens. But this sole estate hides a large number of extinct forms, each 
of which contributed to Earth’s ecology in its own particular way. If 
the present epoch is unusual, it is in the presence of just one species 
of hominin. A mere 50,000 years ago, there were at least four different 
species. There are very likely to have been more.

Homo sapiens first appears in the fossil record around 200,000 years 
ago in Ethiopia, albeit in a distinctly archaic form. The earliest fossil 
is not the same as the earliest member of a species — H. sapiens is 
probably much older than this. Archaic forms of our species outside 

Africa first appear around 90,000 years ago, in the Levant. Another 
45,000 years or so were to pass before our species made it to southeast-
ern Europe, where it appeared amid a spectacular flourish of technol-
ogy and what we would instantly recognize as art.

What happened between 90,000 and 45,000 years ago, a period 
ten times the length of recorded history? Only the fossils can tell us, 
and they are few. It seems that the earliest modern humans got to 

the Levant and no farther. Mount Carmel in 
Israel hosts caves, such as Qafzeh and Skhul, 
where H. sapiens remains appear in levels 
older than those occupied by Neanderthals, 
Homo neanderthalensis. The replacement of 
our own species by Neanderthals seems to 
be an affront to our prejudices. So how did 
humans eventually make it to Europe?

The partial H. sapiens skull from Manot 
Cave goes some way towards providing an answer, as well as hinting at 
how complicated our early history might have been. It looks much more 
modern than skulls from Qafzeh and Skhul. It is also much younger, 
suggesting that the hominin was closer, genetically and evolutionarily, 
to the earliest known European representatives of our species. This skull, 
the simple answer would suggest, represents modern humans poised to 
expand out of Africa and colonize the rest of the world.

Here comes the ‘but’. Our modern genomes contain Neanderthal 
DNA. At some point, our ancestors bred with Neanderthals before 
they became extinct. Does the Manot skull represent that moment? 
We simply do not know. Welcome, Manot skull, to messy reality. ■

“What happened 
between 90,000 
and 45,000 
years ago? Only 
the fossils can 
tells us, and they 
are few.”
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Technical support
Technicians are often under appreciated, but 
without them there could be no research.

An old trick for book reviewers who have little material with 
which to judge the temperament of the author is to scruti-
nize the acknowledgements. Usually raw and unedited, the 

way these few pages of thanks are presented — gushing, self-centred 
or brief — can often say as much about the writer as the preceding 
300 pages. The same is true for the process of science. Beneath the 
polished exterior of published academic papers and university press 
releases lies another world. And it is a world that can be glimpsed, 
more often than not, in the brief acknowledgements of a PhD thesis.

Alongside the praise (through gritted teeth?) for a (largely absent?) 
academic supervisor and the earnest gratitude showered on parents, 
spouses and pets for pastoral support, there is usually a list of thanks for 
Angela, Juan, Denise, Samuel, Ernie and a directory of other essential 
first-named extras. This cast of thousands is made up of the support 
staff and lab technicians who work behind the scenes to hold up the 
entire research enterprise, and who rarely get the attention they deserve.

On page 542, Nature makes a small effort to address this common 
oversight. A News Feature places a handful of these support staff front 
and centre, and offers details on not just their surnames, but also their 
crucial role. They might have more eye-catching job descriptions than 
many of their colleagues. But they represent an army of essential workers 
who are just as valuable and just as deserving of thanks.

The featured four all have very different occupations. Sarah Davis 
creates laboratory glassware; Jim Harrison collects venom from 
deadly snakes; Bill Klimm sifts the seas for squid and other inhabit-
ants of the deep; and Dawn Johnson keeps the digital wheels turning 

in a global bioinformatics archive. What they have in common is 
their close ties with the researchers they assist, and their remarkable 
and specialized skills.

Given that technical and support staff are such an important pillar of 
academic life, it is perhaps surprising that so little academic attention 
has been paid to their lot — and whether they are content with it. In 
2011, researchers at King’s College London did publish a rare survey 
of skills and training in the United Kingdom, which raised a series of 
red flags (see go.nature.com/n74jsb). Technical staff are exposed on 
the front line when funding cuts bite: numbers working in university 
departments had decreased across the disciplines, both in absolute 
terms and relative to the number of academics and students whom 
they are expected to support.

One academic said: “We’re skating on thin ice — if people are away 
ill, or on a conference, or on training … it’s a nightmare. If the aca-
demic department is an engine, then technicians are the engine oil that 
keeps the department running smoothly. Low technician numbers 
now mean that the department is in danger of seizing up.”

University managers should take note: the report warned that 
the increasing trend for centralizing services and technical support 
could weaken the bond between academics and technicians, and so 
threaten research. For example, shared mechanical workshops, formed 
by consolidating the facilities of several departments to save money, 
are unpopular and demoralizing. “University managers sometimes 
seem not to appreciate the vital contribution that workshop techni-
cians make to research,” the report said. “It is important to highlight 
the scope for centralisation to generate problems.” 

We know that PhD students appreciate the efforts of support staff, 
but do more senior scientists? Almost certainly. But do the technicians 

know that? Tell them! Do it today. Print out this 
editorial and pin it up in break rooms and on 
staff notice boards. Let technicians everywhere 
read the following: Angela, Juan, Denise, Samuel, 
Ernie — and all the rest — we salute you. ■

reading the tea leaves for the 2016 presidential elections. For some, the 
fact that any Republicans, however few, felt compelled to endorse basic 
climate science is a positive sign that the party is once again worried 
about how the issue of climate change will play with US voters. We can 
only hope that it will at last get the attention it deserves in a major US 
election, but it is hard to get too excited.

The five Republicans who voted in favour of the Democratic amend-
ment that made the strongest connection between human activity and 
climate change deserve credit for doing so. But the flip side is that 
49 out of the 54 Republicans in the Senate voted against an amendment 
that merely states mainstream scientific theory, as vetted by countless 
researchers, studies and assessments over the course of more than a 
quarter of a century. And 39 refused to agree to a statement that linked 
human activity and climate change in any way. Moreover, it is not clear 
that any of the Republicans, or indeed many of the Democrats, are 
prepared to actually do anything significant about it.

The upshot is that little has changed. Obama has started to bypass 
Congress to push forward with his own climate regulations wherever 
possible, and he is right to do so (see page 535). If there is any criticism 
to be laid at his feet, it is not that he has been too ambitious with his 
regulatory powers, as suggested by Republicans, but that he has not 
been ambitious enough. His administration could certainly be more 
aggressive with its planned rules for power-plant emissions, as well as 
with methane regulations it is developing for the oil and gas sector. These 
regulations will help to determine whether the United States can capital-
ize on the shift from coal to natural gas and renewables, such as wind 
and solar, that has helped to reduce the nation’s emissions in recent years.

For their part, Republicans have focused their energy on the Keystone 
XL oil pipeline from the Canadian tar sands to the US Gulf Coast, with 
leadership in both houses of Congress putting legislation approving it at 

the top of their agenda. Environmentalists have done the same, arguing 
that Keystone represents a step in the wrong direction that will merely 
drive up greenhouse-gas emissions by promoting the development of a 
dirty energy source. The reality is that the pipeline, on its own, would not 
have a significant impact on either the US economy or the global climate.

It will be up to Obama to decide whether the pipeline is in the national 
interest, once the state department finishes its review of the project. 

The president has said that the pipeline will 
benefit Canadian oil producers rather than US 
consumers, given that petrol prices — already 
lower than they have been in a long time — 
are driven by the international oil market. He 
has also said that he will approve the project 
only if it does not “significantly exacerbate” the 
problem of carbon pollution.

In the end, Obama has plenty of wiggle 
room in terms of how he defines both 

‘national interest’ and ‘significant exacerbation’. There are surely better 
places to invest from a public perspective, but there are also better 
ways to guide private investments, including oil pipelines. One of them 
is to enact comprehensive climate legislation that clarifies the cost 
of carbon and the basic economics for all energy and infrastructure 
investments. That he has not done this is Obama’s biggest failure on 
the environmental front.

All is not lost. If the United States can continue to reduce its own 
emissions and help to secure meaningful action abroad, then histo-
rians may yet look back at Obama’s presidency as a turning point in 
the battle against global warming. One thing, however, seems clear 
enough: the president’s environmental legacy will not be determined 
by his decision on the Keystone XL pipeline. ■

“Obama has 
started to bypass 
Congress to push 
forward with 
his own climate 
regulations, and 
he is right to do 
so.”
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